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Meraki to the rescue

 

 

Kelham Hall 

www.kelhamhall.co.uk 

Kelham Hall & Country Park is 

a beautiful Victorian stately 

home located in the Trent 

Valley and nestling within 44 

acres of stunning parkland. 

 

 

“I’ve got a conference for 500 guests this Sunday in the 

domed chapel and I’d like to be able to offer all the guests 

WIFi access. Is that something you can help us with?” 

That’s how it started. We might have been overawed at the 

prospect of deploying WiFi over such a large area at such 

short notice without blighting the beautiful original 

features that abound at Kelham Hall. Thankfully we had an 

ace up our sleeve… 
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Executive Summary  

Kelham Hall needed a WiFi solution that 

would connect to their existing network 

that would: 

 Deploy rapidly 

 Work first time 

 Cover that large area of their domed 

chapel 

 Allow access via a splash page 

 Potentially allow 500 guests at once 

to connect.  

One2Call deployed Cisco Meraki cloud 

networked access points. As Meraki units  

managed in the cloud no other equipment 

(such as a wireless controller) was 

required, and their easy-to-use dashboard 

meant deployment was quick and simple. 

The solution was deployed with days to 

spare. 

Challenges 

The main challenge was the timescale. Even 

getting quotes our and sign off to proceed 

can be difficult within a few days, never 

mind surveying, provisioning, installing and 

testing a new solution in that time. 

A further challenge was the building itself. 

The domed chapel is the centerpiece of the 

whole complex and is an impressive and 

unusual venue, popular with weddings. We 

had to make sure that whatever we 

deployed would have as little visual impact 

as possible. 

How Product Helped 

The first way that Cisco Meraki helped with 

this deployment is that they offer free 14 

day on site equipment trials. This not only shows the confidence they 

have in the quality of the product and its ease of use, it also removed 

the possibility of sign off of the finances slowing the deployment. 

Meraki ship trial units direct and within 48 hours, so we were able to 

get the new WIFi network up and running even more quickly than 

we expected. 

At Kelham Hall data cabling was already which Meraki units can use 

for both power and data, meaning no additional wiring, with all its 

disruptions, was necessary. This, along with the sleek and subtle 

design of the Meraki Access Points, meant that visual disturbance 

was kept to a bare minimum. 

 

Results, Return on Investment and Future Plans  

The installation was a great success. 

The fact that the network was deployed with days to spare meant 

that the people at Kelham Hall had enough time to test it for 

themselves, giving them confidence that it would not let them down 

on the big day. 

Not only that, but the simplicity of the Meraki dashboard, from 

where you centrally manage all the Access Points, also enabled them 

to gain greater insight into how people moved around the venue, 

how many people were present overall, and drill down data on how 

many people used the WiFi and for how long, etc… 

 

We’ve received great feedback for the people at Kelham Hall on how 

smoothly this deployment went and how easy to use the Cisco 

Meraki solution is. They’ve already ordered further Access Points 

and we’re currently discussing with them how to use Meraki’s 

ruggedized outdoor Access Points to extend WiFi connection to 

other parts of the complex. 

Ask us about Cisco Meraki: 

0333 313 7773 

www.one2call.net 

http://www.meraki.com/company/webinars?ref=1zWNfdM

